RISE Learning Module: Suppliers - Getting Started with RISE

Use or customize this agenda to start conversations about social responsibility within your company.

1. **Industry landscape for human rights and seafood**
   - Legal expectations, liabilities, and international standards
   - Competitors’ actions

2. **Your company’s status on social responsibility and seafood**
   - Company actions to date or planned
   - Seafood/human rights risks to address
     - Business risks
     - Risks to workers
   - Resource assessment
     - Staff currently supporting this effort
     - Budgets currently supporting this effort
   - Gaps (all)

3. **Next steps**
   - Resource allocation
   - Key seafood groups or supply chains to prioritize for improvements
   - Third-parties that can help
     - Consultants
     - Worker advocacy groups
   - Define standards (e.g. align to international standards or third-party standards)